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If the Windows 8.1 does not activate in two attempts, then you need to login on the Windows.com and fill
up the customer help and support page and enter the product key. This would set up the activation code
of Windows 8.1 Windows 8.1 product key is for Microsoft home. This can only be used by the legal owner
of the user and its activation has to be carried out on every Microsoft compatible PC by the owner of the
PC. The Windows 8.1 (Enterprise) version is only available and activated through an authorized Microsoft
Account. This can only be used by the Microsoft account holder of the Windows 8 compatible PC and the

activation should be carried out on each PC by the owner of the PC. This is for the home use. The
ownership of the user can only be activated on each PC by the owner of the PC. Home edition has been
archived. New Windows can be activiated both on x86 and x64 systems The Windows 8.1 (Enterprise)

version is only available for activation and use through an authorized Microsoft Account. This can only be
used by the Microsoft account holder of the Windows 8 compatible PC and the activation can be set on
the PC by the owner of the PC. The Windows 8.1 (Home) version is only available for activation and use
through an authorized Microsoft Account. This can only be used by the Microsoft account holder of the
Windows 8 compatible PC and the activation is set on the PC by the owner of the PC. There are three

different OSs that can be run on Windows 8: Windows RT, Windows 8 and Windows 8.1. Windows RT is
the tablet version of Windows. It is based on Windows CE and provides support for modern touch device

capabilities like multitouch, handwriting recognition and voice. Windows 8 and Windows 8.1 are both
based on Windows 8, but include many of the latest advances and improvements from the Windows 8.1

update. The biggest difference between Windows 8.1 and 8 is that the latter has better touchscreen
responsiveness and is more intuitive on tablet devices. A majority of the functions, applications and

hardware accelerated features are shared between the two versions. Windows 8.1 provides an option to
install Microsoft Edge browser which is a newer and fast browser with advanced functionality like

improvements in the areas of Web and HTML rendering, real time JavaScript performance analysis, and
improved privacy controls.
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Other algorithms: DES;
HMAC-MD5; Legacy CAPI

KDF; MD2; MD4; MD5; RC2;
RC4; RSA

(encrypt/decrypt)Validated
Component

Implementations:
FIPS186-4 RSA; PKCS#1
v2.1 - RSASP1 Signature
Primitive (Cert. #572 );
FIPS186-4 RSA; RSADP -
RSADP Primitive (Cert.
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#576 ); SP800-135 -
Section 4.1.1, IKEv1
Section 4.1.2, IKEv2

Section 4.2, TLS (Cert.
#575 ) Kernel Mode

Cryptographic Primitives
Library (cng.sys)

10.0.10240 #2605 FIPS
approved algorithms: AES

(Certs. #3497 ); DRBG
(Certs. #868 ); DSA (Certs.

#983 ); ECDSA (Certs.
#706 ); HMAC (Certs.

#2233 ); KAS (Certs. #64 ;
key agreement; key
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establishment
methodology provides

between 112 bits and 256
bits of encryption

strength); KBKDF (Certs.
#66 ); KTS (AES Certs.

#3507 ; key wrapping; key
establishment

methodology provides
between 128 bits and 256

bits of encryption
strength); PBKDF (vendor

affirmed); RSA (Certs.
#1783, #1798, and #1802

); SHS (Certs. #2886 );
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Triple-DES (Certs. #1969
)Other algorithms: DES;
HMAC-MD5; Legacy CAPI

KDF; MD2; MD4; MD5; RC2;
RC4; RSA

(encrypt/decrypt)Validated
Component

Implementations:
FIPS186-4 RSA; PKCS#1
v2.1 - RSASP1 Signature
Primitive (Cert. #572 );
FIPS186-4 RSA; RSADP -
RSADP Primitive (Cert.

#576 ) Boot Manager[9]
10.0.10240 #2600 FIPS
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approved algorithms: AES
(Cert. #3497 ); HMAC

(Cert. #2233 ); KTS (AES
Cert. #3498 ); PBKDF

(vendor affirmed); RSA
(Cert. #1784 ); SHS (Certs.
#2871 and #2886 )Other

algorithms: MD5; KDF (non-
compliant); PBKDF (non-

compliant) BitLocker
Windows OS Loader

(winload)[10] 10.0.10240
#2601 FIPS approved

algorithms: AES (Certs.
#3497 and #3498 ); RSA
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(Cert. #1784 ); SHS (Cert.
#2871 )Other algorithms:
MD5 BitLocker Dump Filter

(dumpfve.sys)[12]
10.0.10240 #2603 FIPS

approved algorithms: AES
(Certs. #3497 and #3498 )

Code Integrity (ci.dll)
10.0.10240 #2604 FIPS

approved algorithms: RSA
(Cert. #1784 ); SHS (Cert.
#2871 )Other algorithms:

AES (non-compliant);
MD5Validated Component

Implementations:
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FIPS186-4 RSA; PKCS#1
v2.1 - RSASP1 Signature
Primitive (Cert. #572 )

Secure Kernel Code
Integrity (skci.dll)[13] 10.
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